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The binary zoo
Conducting line :

      Classification of binary stars

 i)  Mass transfer
          ii)  Evolutionary stage

             iii) Observational properties

 



The binary zoo
Classification of binary stars:

There are three possible ways to classify binary stars, based 
on:

i)  Mass transfer
ii) Evolutionary stage
iii)Observational properties

 

[➙ Lionel Siess]
[➙ Tom Marsh, Tsevi Mazeh]

[➙ Lionel Siess, Gijs Nelemans]



The binary zoo
Classification of binary stars:

There are three possible ways to classify binary stars, based 
on:

i)  Mass transfer
ii) Evolutionary stage
iii)Observational properties

 

[➙ Lionel Siess]

= The ‘guiding line’ for my 5 lectures ...

Knowing the location of the binary in all 3 schemes often is the 
                                                                goal of binary-star research !

[➙ Tom Marsh, Tsevi Mazeh]

[➙ Lionel Siess, Gijs Nelemans]



The binary zoo
Classification of binary stars

Contents

i)  Mass transfer classes: detached, semi-detached, contact
                                                                                     ( W UMa )
   
 Technical intermezzi about Roche lobes, mass-radius exponents, mass-transfer rates (Bondi-Hoyle),    
    time scales (adiabatic, thermal, nuclear), stability of mass transfer           [ ➙ Lionel Siess]

Text
ii) Evolutionary-stage classes
  
   Two examples: - post-AGB stars

       - Barium stars                      Technical intermezzo :  Heavy-element synthesis
          
          Eggleton’s classification: evolutionary class and mass transfer modes A, B, C
          Important diagnostics of mass transfer modes:   (a)  eccentricity - period diagrams

                                                         (b)  mass-function distributions
                                                                 ➙ constraints on companion masses
                                                                 ➙ The Algol paradox
                                                                     (Algols, β Lyr, SV Cen/ W Ser) 



The binary zoo
Classification of binary stars

Contents
iii) Observational-property classes     [ ➙ Tsevi Mazeh, Tom Marsh]
      Technical intermezzo :  Orbital elements         
       visual/interferometric, astrometric, spectroscopic (SB1, SB2)
      Technical intermezzo :  Masses                        
        difficulties with spectroscopy :  - the case of binaries involving long-period variables
                                                              - MACHO : the puzzle of sequence D (all ellipsoidal?)
        photometric: (a) geometry (eclipses: Algols - β Lyr, ζ Aur - VV Cep, ellipsoidal : W UMa)

                      (b) dust (sequence D?, ε Aur)
                      (c) spots (RS CVn)

                                     confusion between RS CVn and pre-main sequence binaries (e - P again)
                               (d) eruptive:           [ ➙ Tom Marsh]

                            (d.1) novae : MS + WD (slow mass accretion)
                            (d.2) dwarf novae and cataclysmic variables   [ ➙ T. Marsh, G. Nelemans]
                                                   MS + WD (fast mass accretion, accretion disk, magnetic           
                                                                                                                                       field or not)
                                                                                DQ Her, AM Her
                             (d.3) symbiotics: giant + WD
                             (d.4) SNIa : WD + WD (?)

                 (e) X -rays : HMXRB (neutron stars, black holes), LMXRB = CV  [ ➙ G. Nelemans]



The binary zoo
 Classification of binary stars

i)  Mass transfer

A technical parenthesis first about Roche lobes



orbital plane

Roche lobe (I)

in units where the orbital period and separation are taken as unit time and distance, and total mass as unit mass.



orbital plane

G

z, rotation axis

x, orbital plane

View edge-on                           View face-on

in units where the orbital period and separation are taken as unit time and distance, and total mass as unit mass.

⤾

⤶

Roche lobe (II)



orbital plane

G

z, rotation axis

x, orbital plane

View edge-on                           View face-on

in units where the orbital period and separation are taken as unit time and distance, and total mass as unit mass.

⤾

⤶

Roche lobe (III)



Roche lobe (IV)

asymmetric !



Roche lobe (IV)

Do not confuse radius of Roche lobe RR,2 with distance between 
star(s) and L1 :



V)

Note that co-rotation cannot be maintained 
outside the potential wells !

Roche lobe (V)



The binary zoo

                                                     
       a. Detached system

   b. Semi-detached system
   c. Contact system

 

a. wind accretion
b. Roche-lobe overflow
c. common envelope  (transient or          
                                                       stationary)

Mass transfer:

a.

b.

c. common envelope

Classification of binary stars

i)



                                                     
      a. Detached system

   b. Semi-detached system
   c. Contact system

 

a. wind accretion
b. Roche-lobe overflow

Mass transfer:

a.

b.

i)  Mass transfer

A technical parenthesis about
      mass transfer rates and their associated time scales

Classification of binary stars

The binary zoo

[➙ Lionel Siess]



 mass transfer rates



 mass transfer rates

Note that there is no accretion of angular 
momentum because the tangential velocity 
components cancel out 



The binary zoo mass transfer rates



 mass transfer rates











‘Spiral arm’ feature has been observed in 
some binary systems:  AFGL 3068, R Scl

AFGL 3068



mass transfer rates



The binary zoo
Classification of binary stars:

i)   Mass transfer                                                  
      a. Detached system

   b. Semi-detached system
   c. Contact system

 ii) Observational properties
  photometric binary [eclipses]

a. Detached system                 b. Semi-detached system      c. Contact system
  W UMa                               β Lyr                           

a. 

b. 

c. 



i)                                                     Mass transfer:
   a. Detached system
   b. Semi-detached system
   c. Contact system

 

a. wind accretion
b. Roche-lobe overflow

Text

ii) Observational properties
a. photometric binary     Ex:  Algols
b. X-ray binary               Ex:  Algols 
c. [peculiar] ‘abundance’ binary
                                    Ex:  Algols (CNO)

iii) Evolutionary stage

a.

b.

The binary zoo
 Classification of binary stars:

There are three possible ways to classify binary stars, based on:



iii) Evolutionary stage                                               

 

Main 
sequence

 Classification of binary stars:

The binary zoo
There are three possible ways to classify binary stars, based on:



Main 
sequence

There are three possible ways to classify binary stars, based on:

iii) Evolutionary stages, connected through stellar-evolution tracks [➙ Siess]        



Main 
sequence

[peculiar] ‘abundance’ binary:
- metal-depleted post-AGB star

iii) Evolutionary stage            
A few examples of binaries defined by their evolutionary stages        

- K giant with strong barium lines
[= Barium star]

- sdB

- binary with compact companion
       (BH, WD) [➙ Nelemans]

There are three possible ways to classify binary stars, based on:



Main 
sequence

[peculiar] ‘abundance’ binary:
- metal-depleted post-AGB star

iii) Evolutionary stage        



[peculiar] ‘abundance’ binary:
- metal-depleted post-AGB star

Maas T. et al. , 2003, A&A 405, 271

Abundance pattern

Radial velocity curve

Spectral energy  distribution

Four correlated observational properties :

Plus the correlation with the post-AGB nature

Light curve  (pulsations ⇔	 large orbital residuals) ➙

condensation temperature (K)

[el / H] = 
log { N(el)/N(H) }

orbital residuals

post-AGB stars

unusual



Light curve

A Circumbinary Disc
The circumbinary disc accounts:
- for the peculiar spectral energy distribution (warm dust is stored in the inner part of the disc) 
- for the depletion pattern (re-accretion of refractory-depleted gas)
- for the orbital modulation of the light curve (in the absence of pulsations) 
- for the orbital properties (eccentricity - period diagram ; “eccentricity pumping”)

post-AGB stars



Main 
sequence

There are three possible ways to classify binary stars, based on:

iii) Evolutionary stage        [peculiar] ‘abundance’ binary:
- metal-depleted post-AGB star

- K giant with strong barium lines
[= Barium star]



Barium stars



Chemical peculiarities attributed to mass transfer...
... because there is no way a star 
can synthesize barium 
(as any element heavier than Fe) 
at that early stage in the evolution

Barium stars



AGB

Ba

Barium stars



A technical parenthesis about 
the synthesis of heavy elements

Barium stars



= a chain of neutron captures
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Number of neutrons N

AGB

Neutrons are produced in the
He-burning shell of AGB 
stars:

A technical 
parenthesis 
about 
the synthesis of
heavy elements



Nuclei with closed 
neutron shell
(“magic nuclei”)

Small cross section

➙ piles up
➙ abundance peaks

= a chain of neutron captures
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A technical 
parenthesis 
about 
the synthesis of
heavy elements



Nuclei with closed 
neutron shell
(“magic nuclei”)

Small cross section

➙ piles up
➙ abundance peaks

Hence AGB stars become 
enriched in heavy elements, 
e.g. Zr 
ZrO bands in S starsFor instance,  S stars = AGB stars

➙ ZrO bands in S stars



➙ ZrO bands in S stars
S stars

Hence AGB stars become 
enriched in heavy elements, 
e.g. Zr 
ZrO bands in S starsFor instance,  S stars = AGB stars



➙ ZrO bands and Tc lines in S stars

S stars

Tc has no stable isotopes:
99Tc (τ1/2,β = 3 105  yr)

Z

N

Hence AGB stars become 
enriched in heavy elements, 
e.g. Zr 
ZrO bands in S starsFor instance,  S stars = AGB stars



S stars

Tc has no stable isotopes:
99Tc (τ1/2,β = 3 105  yr)

Z

N

What about Tc-no S stars ?

➙ ZrO bands and Tc lines in S stars

Hence AGB stars become 
enriched in heavy elements, 
e.g. Zr 
ZrO bands in S starsFor instance,  S stars = AGB stars



Tc-no S stars !

Tc-no S stars are all binaries!



The binary zoo
 Classification of binary stars:

i)  Mass transfer
ii) Observational properties
iii)Evolutionary stage

 
A given binary has a location in each 3 classification schemes;
however, often its classification is only known in 1 or 2 schemes:

Knowing the location of a binary (family) in all 3 schemes often is the 
goal of binary-star research !

Nice achievements in that respect have just been discussed :  
            Post-AGB stars               (KULeuven !)

     Barium and Tc-no S stars  (ULB !)



Knowing the location of a binary (family) in all 3 schemes often is the 
goal of binary-star research ! To help this process, a complex 

classification scheme merging 
schemes i (D/S/C) and iii (Evol.) has 
been proposed by P. Eggleton 
(Evolu&onary	  Processes	  in	  Binary	  and	  
Mul&ple	  Stars,	  Cambridge	  Univ.	  Press,	  2001):

Often a very difficult problem...



Then, a given evolutionary path 
will
be characterized by :

-‐	  a	  chain	  of	  evolu&onary	  states

To help this process, a complex 
classification scheme merging 
schemes i (D/S/C) and iii (Evol.) has 
been proposed by P. Eggleton 
(Evolu&onary	  Processes	  in	  Binary	  and	  
Mul&ple	  Stars,	  Cambridge	  Univ.	  Press,	  2001):

Knowing the location of a binary (family) in all 3 schemes often is the 
goal of binary-star research !



Knowing the location of a binary (family) in all 3 schemes often is the 
goal of binary-star research ! To help this process, a complex 

classification scheme merging 
schemes i (D/S/C) and iii (Evol.) has 
been proposed by P. Eggleton 
(Evolu&onary	  Processes	  in	  Binary	  and	  
Mul&ple	  Stars,	  Cambridge	  Univ.	  Press,	  2001):



Knowing the location of a binary (family) in all 3 schemes often is the 
goal of binary-star research ! To help this process, a complex 

classification scheme merging 
schemes i (D/S/C) and iii (Evol.) has 
been proposed by P. Eggleton 
(Evolu&onary	  Processes	  in	  Binary	  and	  
Mul&ple	  Stars,	  Cambridge	  Univ.	  Press,	  2001):

Often a very difficult problem...

Then, a given evolutionary path 
will
be characterized by :

-‐	  a	  chain	  of	  evolu&onary	  states

-‐	  a	  mass-‐transfer	  mode	  	  [➙ Siess]       
	  	  	  	  	  	  (simplest	  ‘case	  A..’,	  ‘B..’,	  ‘C..’)



Then, a given evolutionary path 
will
be characterized by :

-‐	  a	  chain	  of	  evolu&onary	  states

-‐	  a	  mass-‐transfer	  mode
	  	  	  	  	  	  (simplest	  ‘case	  A..’,	  ‘B..’,	  ‘C..’)

Example:
case	  AD	  =	  case	  A	  with	  Dynamic	  RLOF:
MMD	  ➙	  MMS	  	  ➙	  (M	  ➙	  H	  ➙	  G➙	  W)MC	  

To help this process, a complex 
classification scheme merging 
schemes i (D/S/C) and iii (Evol.) has 
been proposed by P. Eggleton 
(Evolu&onary	  Processes	  in	  Binary	  and	  
Mul&ple	  Stars,	  Cambridge	  Univ.	  Press,	  2001):

Knowing the location of a binary (family) in all 3 schemes often is the 
goal of binary-star research !



Mass-transfer modes : 
cases A, B and C

[From O. Pols]

case A = RLOF during 
main sequence

case B = RLOF during 
first giant branch

case C = RLOF during 
asymptotic giant branch



Then, a given evolutionary path will be characterized by :

-‐	  a	  mass-‐transfer	  mode	  	  	  	  	  	  
simplest	  ‘case	  A..’,	  ‘B..’,	  ‘C..’

  18 - ID - Interaction with circumbinary disc

}	  	  cases	  A,	  B,	  or	  C



Then, a given evolutionary path will be characterized by :

-‐	  a	  mass-‐transfer	  mode	  	  	  	  	  	  
simplest	  ‘case	  A..’,	  ‘B..’,	  ‘C..’

  18 - ID - Interaction with circumbinary disc

Eccentricity - period ( e - P) diagrams may provide clues to identify mass-transfer/interaction processes

But	  the	  full	  picture	  is	  generally	  much	  more	  complex:

}	  	  cases	  A,	  B,	  or	  C



Then, a given evolutionary path will be characterized by :

-‐	  a	  mass-‐transfer	  mode	  	  	  	  	  	  
simplest	  ‘case	  A..’,	  ‘B..’,	  ‘C..’
But	  the	  full	  picture	  is	  generally	  much	  more	  complex.

because they rule the evolution of orbital elements [➙ Siess] :

Eccentricity - period (e - P) diagrams may provide clues to identify 
mass-transfer / interaction processes



Then, a given evolutionary path will be characterized by :

-‐	  a	  mass-‐transfer	  mode	  	  	  	  	  	  
simplest	  ‘case	  A..’,	  ‘B..’,	  ‘C..’
But	  the	  full	  picture	  is	  generally	  much	  more	  complex.

Eccentricity - period (e - P) diagrams may provide clues to identify 
mass-transfer / interaction processes

Hence, from a0 , P0 , e0 , M0 , and these equations,
it is possible to derive (e , P ) for the current value 
of M. 

because they rule the evolution of orbital elements  [➙ Siess]:

Canonical binary evolution

- Hurley, J. R., Tout, C. A., & Pols, O. R. 2002, MNRAS 
                                                                          329, 897

- P. Eggleton, Evolutionary Processes in Binary and 
Multiple Stars, Cambridge Univ. Press, 2001



KIII MIII
S(Tc)

post-AGB

WD

KIII

C(Tc)PN

For example:

Eccentricity - period (e - P) diagrams 
may provide clues to identify 
mass-transfer / interaction processes



KIII MIII
S(Tc)

post-AGB

WD

KIII

C(Tc)PNAbell-35

(WIRRING) dwarf Ba/C

subgiant CH
Ba / CH 

S (no Tc)
C + WDpost-AGB (+ WD)

WD (+ WD)

For example:

WIRRING = ‘Wind-
Induced Rapidly 
RotatING’

Eccentricity - period (e - P) diagrams 
may provide clues to identify 
mass-transfer / interaction processes



1. About the possibility to accrete spin angular 
momentum in detached binaries

A hot debate...

From observations of rapidly-rotating post-mass-
transfer stars (in detached binaries?):      YES

WIRRING (KVBa) stars
Abell-35-like nuclei of PNs

Abell-35

(WIRRING) dwarf Ba/C



About the possibility to accrete spin angular 
momentum in detached binaries:

A hot debate...
From theory of Hoyle-Lyttleton flows:    NO

The flow is axisymmetric, which kills any transverse 
velocity component



Accretion disc !



A compilation of (e − log P) diagrams for several classes of pre- and post-mass-transfer binaries: 

For example:

initial

inter-
mediate

final

 + final ?

Jorissen et al., 2009, A&A 498, 489

Eccentricity - period (e - P) diagrams 
may provide clues to identify 
mass-transfer / interaction processes



1

About the RLOF threshold in binaries

aperi = a(1-e)

Fix the threshold by stating that r(M1 to L1) = R* :



or “The e - log P conference”  !
Cambridge University Press, 1992

About the “avoidance zone” in 
pre-mass-transfer, non-circularized binaries



About tidal circularization



synchronization faster  (since R/a < 1)





From initial to final

- reduction in the 
average eccentricity 
 
- increase of the period

All in one :

initial

final

Which interaction / mass-
transfer processes account 
for this kind of evolution?

Eccentricity - period (e - P) diagrams 
may provide clues to identify 
mass-transfer / interaction processes



Canonical binary evolution

Hurley, J. R., Tout, C. A., & Pols, O. R. 2002, 
MNRAS, 329, 897

Which interaction / mass-
transfer processes account 
for this kind of evolution?

+ old orbits
x new orbits Ba stars

initial



Canonical binary evolution

Hurley, J. R., Tout, C. A., & Pols, O. R. 2002, 
             MNRAS, 329, 897

Which interaction / mass-
transfer processes account 
for this kind of evolution?

+ old orbits
x new orbits

+ WD kick, 
disc-orbit interaction, 
angular-momentum loss...

Izzard R., Dermine T., Church R.P.. 
               2010, A&A 523, A10
Dermine T., Izzard R.. Jorissen A., Van Winckel H.,  
               2012, ArXiv:1203.6471

Ba stars

final



From initial to final

- reduction in the 
average eccentricity 
 
- increase of the period

initial

final

A significant difference between 
initial and final samples : the (e, P) diagram 

➙ Eccentricity - period (e - P) diagrams provide clues to identify 
mass-transfer / interaction processes at work during binary evolution 



Mass functions for SB1: 
                                         [➙ Mazeh]

Another significant difference between 
initial and final samples : the mass functions

Under the assumption that 
the orbits are oriented at random in space, 
the inclination angle i distributes as sin i : 

Prob(i) di = sin i di

Hence, for a large sample of stars, 
the distribution of f(M) reflects the distributions 
of Mprimary and Mcompanion



Mass functions for SB1: 
                                         [➙ Mazeh]

initial (pre-mass-transfer) : K III

final (post mass-transfer) : Ba & S

Another significant difference between 
initial and final samples : the mass functions

Mermilliod et al., 2007, A&A 473, 829

Jorissen et al., 1998, A&A 332, 877
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1

Mass functions for SB1: 
                                         [➙ Mazeh]

initial (pre-mass-transfer) : K III

Mprimary = 2.0 M☼  with σ = 0.3 M☼

final (post mass-transfer) : Ba & S:

Mprimary = 2.0 M☼  with σ = 0.3 M☼
Mcomp    = 0.7 M☼  with σ = 0.04 M☼
                                 sensitive !

Another significant difference between 
initial and final samples : the mass functions

Hence, for a large sample of stars, 
the distribution of f(M) reflects 
the distributions 
of Mprimary and Mcompanion

Prob(i) di = sin i di

Mcomp    = 1.0 M☼  with σ = 1.0 M☼

the same, as it should !



0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
0
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1

Mass functions for SB1: 
                                         [➙ Mazeh]

Another significant difference between 
initial and final samples : the mass functions

Prob(i) di = sin i di

white dwarf companions !!!

no constraint on  companions, 
except Mcomp  ≤ Mprimary !!!

initial (pre-mass-transfer) : K III

Mprimary = 2.0 M☼  with σ = 0.3 M☼

final (post mass-transfer) : Ba & S:

Mprimary = 2.0 M☼  with σ = 0.3 M☼
Mcomp    = 0.7 M☼  with σ = 0.04 M☼
                                 

Mcomp    = 1.0 M☼  with σ = 1.0 M☼



Tc-no S stars

white dwarf companions
mandatory !!!

:  KIII

Evolutionary sequence involving 
KIII and Ba, S no-Tc binaries

no constraint on companions, 
except Mcomp  ≤ Mprimary !!!



Tc-no S stars

white dwarf companions
mandatory !!!

:  KIII

Evolutionary sequence involving 
KIII and Ba, S no-Tc binaries

no constraint on companions, 
except Mcomp  ≤ Mprimary !!!

(because the more massive 
component evolves faster)



Tc-no S stars

white dwarf 
companions
mandatory !!!

:  KIII

Evolutionary sequence involving 
KIII and Ba, S no-Tc binaries

no constraint on companions, 
except Mcomp  ≤ Mprimary !!!
(because the more massive 
component evolves faster)

 KIII KIII

One exception: 
the Algol paradox : on-going mass transfer...

less massive        more massive



:  KIII

 G8 III

 
The Algol paradox : on-going mass transfer...

less massive        more massive

 G8 III

 G8 III

 B8 V

 B8 V

 B8 V

The defining properties of Algols are
 
- initially empirical:           eclipsing lightcurve



:  KIII

less massive        more massive

 G8 III
 B8 V

The defining properties of Algols are
 
- initially empirical:           eclipsing lightcurve

- finally theory/binary  : on-going, slow mass transfer
               (case A, slow - nuclear -  time scale)

- then theory/evolution :  giant is the less massive (paradox !)

 
The Algol paradox : on-going mass transfer...



β Lyr?

➙

mass loss rate

mass ratio

orbital   separation

q > 1

q < 1Algols

fast

slow

Ȧ > 0, or  dA / dM1 < 0 
Ȧ ≤ 0

[➙ Lionel Siess, BINSTAR]

 
The Algol paradox : on-going mass transfer...

The defining properties of Algols are
 - finally theory/binary  : on-going, slow mass transfer

                           (case A, nuclear time scale)

➙ governs the stability of the mass transfer

β Lyr  : on-going,  fast  mass transfer
precursors of Algols ?



 
The Algol paradox :  Algols vs β Lyr...

- Algols  : on-going, slow mass transfer
                           

- β Lyr  : on-going,  fast  mass transfer
precursors of Algols ?

mass loss rate

mass ratio
q > 1

q < 1Algols

β Lyr ?

fast

slow

Ȧ ≤ 0

Dave McCarty, Coca-Cola Space Science Center

β Lyr β Per

β Per

β Lyr 



 
The Algol paradox :  Algols vs β Lyr...

mass loss rate

mass ratio

q > 1 q < 1Algols

β Lyr ?

fast slow

Ȧ ≤ 0

Dave McCarty, Coca-Cola Space Science Center

β Lyr β Per

β Lyr          B8 II  + BV?+ disk 12.9     4 ?       14 ?                Van Rensbergen et al., A&A 528, A16, 2011

β Lyr itself:

fast mass transfer, Ṗ, disc, jet :  OK !

Tprim.eclipse(d) = 
JD2408247.966 + 12.913780 E + 3.87196  10−6 E2

BUT:     q < 1 !  with fast mass transfer

β Lyr β Per

q < 1

- Algols  : on-going, slow mass transfer
                           

- β Lyr  : on-going,  fast  mass transfer
precursors of Algols ?



 
The Algol paradox :  Algols vs β Lyr...

- Algols  : on-going, slow mass transfer
                           

- β Lyr  : on-going,  fast  mass transfer
precursors of Algols ?
SV Cen better candidate ?

mass loss rate

mass ratioq > 1 q < 1

Algols

fast slow

β Lyr          B8 II  + BV?+ disk 12.9     4 ?       14 ?                 Van Rensbergen et al., A&A 528, A16, 2011

SV Cen       B3 II  + B1V         1.66     11         9       Ṁ = 1.6 10-4                             Van Rensbergen et al., 2011                   

β Lyr β PerSV Cen

fast

q < 1

Evolutionary sequence ?

SV Cen   ➙ β Lyr  ➙ Algols   
  W Ser

A technical parenthesis is needed about how to derive stellar masses...
(later on !)



The binary zoo
 Classification of binary stars:

There are three possible ways to classify binary stars, based 
on:

i)                                       Mass transfer:
   a. Detached system
   b. Semi-detached system
   c. Contact system

 

a. wind accretion
b. Roche-lobe overflow

ii) Observational properties
a. photometric binary
b. [peculiar] ‘abundance’ binary

iii) Evolutionary stage

a.

b.

Knowing the location of the binary in all 3 schemes
often is the goal of binary-star research !

 c.   ...........................................



The binary zoo
 Classification of binary stars:

There are three possible ways to classify binary stars, based on:

i)  Mass transfer
ii) Evolutionary stage
iii)Observational properties
 

We now go through every class of ‘observational properties’

But first, some definitions about orbital elements...  [➙ Mazeh, Marsh]        



a



A moves on an ellipse around G ➙ G moves on an ellipse around A   (aA)
B is always further out, on the same AG (≡ rA) segment 
At all times:   rA MA = rB MB   (definition of G) ➙ rB = rA MA / MB    ➙ rAB = rA + rB = rA (MA + MB) / MB.

Since motion of G around A is an ellipse, then motion of B around A will be an ellipse as well,   
with a semi-major axis scaled by the same factor (MA + MB) / MB : aAB = aA + aB = aA (MA + MB) / MB



Example: 
99 Her 
P = 56.4 yr, 
a = 1.0 arcsec

G



n

erometric

Orbit of ξ UMa, 
the first visual orbit ever computed
in 1827

The two stars are resolved and 
we can see them orbit each other



n

erometric

Fringe visibilitySingle starBinary  star

Use the fringe visibility
as a function of
telescope baseline



n

Non-linear motion on the sky





 Pourbaix & Jorissen, 2000, A&AS, 145, 161









n



Spectral lines of one (SB1) or both (SB2) stars show Doppler shifts

Example:  α Gem  (SB1) 

Example:  κ Ari  (SB2) 

Lab ref
t1
t2
Lab ref

Lab ref
t1
t2
Lab ref







http://www.astro.cornell.edu/academics/courses/astro1101/java/binary/binary.htm



Raskin et al., 2010, A&A 526, A69

   Spectroscopic binaries: 
   HERMES/Mercator spectrograph

Mercator 1.2m telescope
operated by KULeuven

at Roque de los 
Muchachos Observatory 

(La Palma, Canary Islands)



http://www.astro.cornell.edu/academics/courses/astro1101/java/binary/binary.htm











The various kinds of binaries 

or  Vis + SB2 or  Astrom. + SB2 

and deriving masses



Doppler shift in 
spectrum is the defining 

property of a SB

There is one family however where is is hard, even 
impossible, to detect:

Pulsation of atmosphere (Miras, Cepheids, RV Tau...)
causes intrinsic velocity variations
and make binary detection difficult/impossible

Despite the fact that the spectral Doppler shift is unavoidable in a 
binary, there are binary families however where it is hard, even 
impossible, to detect:











Originally, a survey for micro lensing events
in the LMC with Mount Stromlo 50” telescope

Photometry: MACHO (I)

Text



Photometry: MACHO (II)

The enigmatic D and E sequences

A survey of long-period variables in the LMC 



Oliver J. Fraser et al. 2008 The Astronomical Journal 136 1242

Photometry: MACHO (III)
A survey of long-period variables in the LMC 

1 = C = fundamental Mira pulsators
2, 3, 4 = A’, A, B = overtone pulsators



The enigmatic D and E sequences

Oliver J. Fraser et al. 2008 The Astronomical Journal 136 1242

Photometry: MACHO (IV)

1 = C = fundamental Mira pulsators
2, 3, 4 = A’, A, B = overtone pulsators

A survey of long-period variables in the LMC 



Photometry: MACHO (V)

Nicholls et al. 
(2010 MNRAS 405, 1770)
from radial velocities 
confirm that sequence E 
stars are binaries



Photometry: MACHO (V)

Can they all be binaries ?

For comparison, among M giants, the frequency of spectroscopic binaries with periods in the 
range 200 - 10000 d is between 16 and 21%



Photometry: MACHO (VII)

Derekas et al., 2006, ApJ 650, L55

➙25% of LMC LPVs fill their Roche lobe if all 
sequence D stars are binaries !?



Photometry: MACHO (VII)

What is the nature of the
other D stars ?

Derekas et al., 2006, ApJ 650, L55



Photometry: MACHO (VII)

Derekas et al., 2006, ApJ 650, L55

660, 1486)







Photometric binaries

These are the binaries we just discussed :

Other classes of eclipsing binaries :
- ε Aur : eclipses by an inclined disk, with a 27-yr period

- ζ Aur and VV Cep : eclipses of a hot main-sequence star by the atmosphere of a giant or 
supergiant : eclipses probe the wind from the hot star  
                                                                                     Carpenter, 1992, IAU Symp 151, 51

Photometric binaries:
Eclipsing



n



Observationally Based Classification

Photometric binaries:
Eclipsing, ellipsoidal

a. Detached system                 b. Semi-detached system      c. Contact system
                                     aka ellipsoidal

                               β Per / β Lyr / W Ser / SV Cen                                                        W UMa                         

For semi-detached 
and contact systems, 
the photometric 
variations must be 
(close to) achromatic
  

R band

B band



Photometric binaries

These are the binaries we just discussed :

Other classes of eclipsing binaries :
- ε Aur : eclipses by an inclined disk
- ζ Aur and VV Cep : eclipses of a hot main-sequence star by the atmosphere of a giant or 

supergiant 



Photometric binaries

Garcia-Alvarez et al., A&A 397, 285-303 (2003)

○ The binary system is close enough (P < 100 d) for the stars to be spun up by tidal locking, which 
then causes a dynamo effect, magnetic field, and spots

Photometric binaries:
Spotted



Photometric binaries

RS CVn often confused with pre-MS binaries,  
because   
 -  both have spectral type K
 -  they fall in the same P range

e - P diagram for 
systems with KIII 
primaries from 
SB9
[The 9th Catalogue 
of Spectroscopic 
Binary Orbits]
http://
sb9.astro.ulb.ac.be

Frankowski et al. 2009 Astronomy & Astrophysics 498 479

Tidal circularization limit for ‘old’ stars

⤹

normal K

young !

Eccentricity - period diagrams



Photometric binaries

e - P diagram for 
systems with KIII 
primaries from 
SB9
[The 9th Catalogue 
of Spectroscopic 
Binary Orbits]
http://
sb9.astro.ulb.ac.be

Frankowski et al. 2009 Astronomy & Astrophysics 498 479

Tidal circularization limit for ‘old’ stars

⤹

normal K

young !

RS CVn versus pre-main-sequence



Photometric binaries

RS CVn often confused with pre-MS binaries,  
because   
 -  both have spectral type K
 -  they fall in the same P range

e - P diagram for 
systems with KIII 
primaries from 
SB9
[The 9th Catalogue 
of Spectroscopic 
Binary Orbits]
http://
sb9.astro.ulb.ac.be

Frankowski et al. 2009 Astronomy & Astrophysics 498 479

Tidal circularization limit for ‘old’ stars

⤹

normal K

young !

Eccentricity - period diagrams



Photometric binaries

RS CVn often confused with pre-MS binaries,  
because   
 -  both have spectral type K
 -  they fall in the same P range

Frankowski et al. 2009 Astronomy & Astrophysics 498 479

e - P diagram for 
systems with KIII 
primaries from 
SB9
[The 9th Catalogue 
of Spectroscopic 
Binary Orbits]
http://
sb9.astro.ulb.ac.be

RS CVn 

pre-MS

pre-MS

pre-MSpre-MS

normal K

Melo et al. 2001 Astronomy & Astrophysics 378 898

Eccentricity - period diagrams



Photometric binaries
pre-main-sequence versus main-sequence

period distribution

Mathieu 1994 ARA&A 32 465

Duquennoy & Mayor A&A 248, 485



Photometric binariesperiod distribution for all kinds of binaries



Photometric binaries

novae :                                          dwarf + WD (low accretion rate)
                                a few:  giant + WD (‘symbiotic nova’)

thermonuclear outbursts (non-destructive explosive H-burning on the 
WD)

cataclysmic variables:                dwarf + WD (high accretion rate with accretion disk):
                                   - dwarf novae
                                   - AM Her (highly magnetic, no accretion disc)
                                   - DQ Her (moderately magnetic, accretion disc)

                                accretion or disc instabilities

Symbiotic  :                                 giant + WD (neutron star in one case)
                         sometimes accretion disc (Z And, X-ray flickering)
                         most often no X-ray flickering (-> X-ray origin ?)
accretion or disc instabilities 

supernovae type Ia  :                 WD + WD
thermonuclear outbursts (destructive explosive C-burning in merging 
WDs ?)

Photometric binariesPhotometric binaries: 
eruptive



Photometric binaries

Symbiotic : 

eruptions + composite spectrum 
(hot + cool + nebula)

Photometric binariesPhotometric binaries: 
eruptive

V1016 Cyg



Photometric binaries: 
eruptive







Photometric binaries

Low-mass X-ray binaries (related to dwarf novae and CVs)

High-mass X-ray binaries : neutron star or black hole companions

Photometric binariesPhotometric binaries: 
X-rays



The bestiary
DQ Her,  AM Her
RS CVn, pre-main sequence
Algols, β Lyr, SV Cen, W Ser
Z And (symbiotic)
VV Cep, zeta Aur, eps Aur, MACHO sequence D
CH (giants and subgiants), S (no-Tc), Ba, dwarf Ba, WIRRING, Abell 35
post-AGB
SN Ia
novae, dwarf novae
LMXRB, HMXRB
The concepts
cases A, B, C
RLOF, Bondi-Hoyle, common envelope
dynamical, thermal, nuclear time scales
astrometric, interferometric, spectroscpic (SB1, SB2)
eclipsing, ellipsoidal binaries
e - P,  mass function, deriving masses

What should you have learned ?


